Mass Incarceration v. The Politicians
My goal is to place an additional spotlight on the surfaces surrounding mass incarceration
and how for centuries politicians continue to manipulate
the associated dynamics of public safety conversations –
subsequently causing me to pose a valid question who are the real victims
instead of our leaders correcting abusive laws, decisions are based on protecting a broken system –
politicians continue to target casualties of war while targeting and praying on our raw emotions
our powers that be propel for personal and fraternity gains
refusing to correct a corroded system regardless of its signs of corrosion –
Meek Mill and like minds, thank you and your resources, for seeing the light and stepping out of your palaces
Kim Kardashian West deserves a medal of honor for seeing the bigger picture assisting 1 of a million Alices –
the second-hand smoke of our judicial system and double standards are killing us alive
what's worse, manipulating media regarding drugs & homicides or our
political climate which is like unprotected contact or breathing cyanide –
propaganda continues to promote keeping dangerous criminals off the streets
the word dangerous itself is a double standard that differs
by race, financial status, or the resourcefully weak –
in addition, judges and lawyers alleged to have their own languages and comprehension of the law
what's undoubtedly clear is the system was never fair
so picture the sea levels if every glacier in this world thawed –
now we are tiptoeing on equality issues and judicial topics on major platforms and networks
it’s time to get dirtier – stop blackballing Colin Kaepernick
over NCAA-like conspiracies, accessories, and dress shirts –
digging deeper the State of Ohio is a corruptive state specifically with a crooked eye on drugs and ballistics
research Lake Erie Correctional, Michael Sutton, Marious Sowell,
and myself Clifton Jackson who are actual statistics –
what's undeniable for me, Jackson, the trooper’s dash cam video remains my star key witness
Sowell was charged with an RVO specification that was deemed
unconstitutional therefore so was his 18-year sentence –
now Sutton's first responding officers testified under oath against conspiracies and the prosecution
the Ohio Innocence Project exposed how prosecutors
will violate civil and constitutional protections without retributions –
individually, per our dockets, research our merits the miscarriages of justice outweigh any procedural bars
picture Hawaii, we are only a grain of sand on the beach
Inside The Lines hear our pains and feel our emotional scars –

Jackson’s dash cam video confirms why overcharging and over indicting is so widespread throughout our
American judicial system.
Trooper Christopher Beyer’s dash cam video undeniably documents violations that completely support why
procedural bars should never legally supersede the merits.
The original, highlighted, and edited versions are provided on the Oyezzz Facebook page to avoid any
authenticity questions.
Christopher Beyer was the pursuing and arresting officer who knew the facts, falsified the arrest report,
committed perjury relevant, willingly violated constitutional & civil protections, and more.
To the legally sound individual, per Jackson’s, Sowell’s, and Sutton’s docket numbers for educational &
headlining purposes check out our recent motions submitted.
No such proof by way of an incarcerated defendant has ever been provided to this magnitude. In fact, via the
Oyezzz Facebook page, Jacksons’ most recent motions and a bevy of other evidence is available for
educational review.
The public must completely understand that illegal and/or inappropriate law enforcement activities are illegal
behaviors. Once proven, they will void arrest reports, overturn convictions, and or any domestic charge in the
U.S. including murder.
The mentioned illegal and/or inappropriate law enforcement activities are a key ingredient as to why mass
incarceration is at an alarming state with no signs of getter better.
The Oyezzz Press ITL (Inside The Lines) report below is mind-blowing. A must read.
Equality, injustices, and mass incarceration concerns have graduated race, cultures, and or lifestyles.
Although this ITL report is humanity driven the apex predator v. prey doctrine is befitting. Apex predators are
predators at the top of the food chain that are not preyed upon by other animals. Prey are animals hunted or
seized for food.
It appears society is geared for the upper class and wealthy to get richer at the cost of the poor remaining or
getting poorer.
I acknowledge that's a bold statement and not all upper class or wealthy people are apex predators. However
far too many are. In addition, be it personal or from an economic standpoint to many individuals, fraternities,
and entities look at the poor as prey.
The financial rewards of prisons are at an all-time high. It is alleged incarcerated numbers are declining,
however, incarceration profits abroad are projected to break records year after year for years to come.
Males remain the primary target, however, females are now targeted to continue the occupancy and growth of
prison real estate.
Are prisons the vehicle of choice to control select cultures population numbers?

It is well known that to control the male you can control families, reproduction, cultural perceptions, and more.
State, federal, and privately owned or operated prisons not limited to CCA (formally Corrections Corporation of
America, now CoreCivic), are big businesses owned by or with beneficial relations to apex predators.
Quoted by George Petras of USA Today, "the age ranges listed for the federal inmate population in the fiscal
year of 2015 were:
Under 18 were 26, ages 18-21 were 2,227, ages 22-25 were 11,216, ages 26-30 were 25,549, ages 31-35
were 35,438, ages 36-40 were 35,987, ages 41-45 were 29,775, ages 46-50 were 21,375, ages 51-55 were
15,391, ages 56-60 were 9,485, 61-65 were 5,438, and ages over 65 were 4,548.
In the state of Ohio, in 2008, the male and female combined inmate population was 51,273. In 2014 the female
inmate population was 4,034. In a little more or less than a 2-year timespan, in 2016, the female population
almost increased to 7,550 confirming females are now desired prey for apex predators.
Prior to June of 2016, the state of Ohio’s combined incarcerated record was 68,751. As of June 2016, that
record was broken and the numbers were on pace to shatter all numbers historically including profits margins.
Via Google what was the state of Ohio’s combined inmate population totals for the fiscal year of 2016?
Since 2019, it is rapidly approaching what were the combined state and federal inmate populations throughout
the U.S. in the fiscal year of 2017?
To assist you (1) the federal population was 185,117, (2) the state population was?, (3) the state of Ohio
combined population was?, and (4) the state of Ohio female population grew to? The power of information is in
the palms of your hands via your smartphones. If only you ask.
Respectfully, to all reporters, talk show host, networks, etc., while following incarcerated issues please do not
forget to address the grand jury process, the intent, harmfulness, the selective approaches of overcharging and
over indicting per race, and the sentencing disparities.
If you choose not to testify at a grand jury proceeding, prosecutors can literately indict the rock in front of your
home.
Per Jackson’s dash cam video, a valid question presents itself; are troopers patrolling America’s highways with
predetermined illegal sets of circumstances?
Beyer’s dash cam video fully supports he was with the full support of the Lorain County Prosecutors office.
Across the U.S., hundreds of thousands of indictments and convictions are supported via tainted evidence and
processes that are/were known to the record and or judicial parties in violation of their oaths taken, civil rights,
and constitutional intent.
If video is favorable to law enforcement and our judicial system they are quick to let the world know through
their global media outlets. However, when the video is not favorable to law enforcement the video may be
considered exculpatory evidence favorable to the defense.

Evidence favorable to the defense is often lost, withheld, or considered inculpatory evidence, which is evidence
that shows or tends to show a person’s involvement in an act or evidence that establishes guilt. Regardless of
the obvious.
Just look at all the political and judicial corruption, police shootings, criminal behaviors caught on camera, lost
or forgotten internal complaints, etc. that go unaddressed, and unconvicted, again regardless the obvious.
Written (06/14/18) by Clifton A. Jackson
Your likes, repost of link, tags, and hashtags are sincerely appreciated.

